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Trustees raise tuition, fees for fall
by Joe Oray
news editor
The Board of Trustees approved the
1983-84 educational budget in the
amount of $74.7 million at their meeting Friday, raising instructional and
general fees 10 percent.
The fall instructional fee was raised
to $712 for undergraduates - a $65
increase over spring semester's $647
charge.
The general fee was increased to
$169 - a $9 increase over the spring
semester fee. General fees cover operating charges of such programs as
the Student Recreation Center, the
University Union, intramural sports
and student organizations.

WEDNESDAY

The Board also raised graduate
instructional fees to $974 from last
spring's $885, while instructional fees
for out of state residents were raised
$95 to $1040.
Dr. Paul Olscamp, University president, apologized tor the fee raises
saying lie was "sorry, deeply sorry
we must increase fees."
Olscamp explained there was no
choice but to increase fees because
support from the state has not kept up
with needs of the University.
The University's fees will probably
be fourth lowest among state backed
schools, Dr. Richard Eakin, vice president of planning and budgeting, said.
Though some state colleges in Ohio
have not yet approved their fees,

Eakin said he was sure the ranking
would stay the same.
With room and meal plan charges
added to the fees, the University will
probably rank third in costs, Eakin
said. But since Cleveland State, which
is second, has no meal plan, the
University actually ranks second behind Youngstown, he added.
In March the Board raised room
charges $22 per semester and the
meal plan fee $34, which, added to the
new budget increases, bring total
charges for a student living on campus to $3,630 a year.
Concerning the procedure for devising the budget, Olscamp said this
budget plan had more input from
faculty and students than those in the

past. An undergraduate and a graduate student representative served on
the Faculty Senate Budget Committee, which helped plan the budget
Brian Baird, Undergraduate Student Government president, said "I
realize the raise in tuition charges
was inevitable."
But he went on to denounce the state
legislature for its past cuts in college
education appropriations.
"People are being priced right out
of the market," Baird said. He called
for the state to restore college education funding to adequate levels, and
urged students to write their state
legislators, asking them to increase
state support.
Baird also criticized University de-

partments for charging students extra fees for some courses.
Earlier in the meeting, Olscamp
said the administration will be
looking intodepartmental fees in the
future to better understand why each
is charged.
In another matter, Baird reminded
the Board that he had not forgotten
about the Student Legal Services proposal approved by the Trustees last
spring, though no action has been
taken since then.
"We will not give up," Baird said
about the Student Legal Services.
"We are too close."
Olscamp explained the status of the
service saying, "The University is
playing no part in the delay of Student
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Legal Services." He said a University
lawyer had advised that the system is
illegal as it stands now. The University is trying to resolve the legal
problem, he said.
In other business the Trustees:
• Approved a salary distribution
policy For faculty, with a merit and
across-the-board increases ratio of
40/60.
Sixty percent of the salary increases pool will go to across-theboard raises. The remaining 40 percent will be distributed by departments and schools according to merit.
The ratio will stay at the previous
20/80 for the 198344 year.
turn to page 3
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Defense needs improvement
to work as deterrent to Soviets
by Michael D. Towle
staff reporter

Secretary of Defense Casper Weinberger, speaking at the University
last Friday, said all phases of the
United States' triad defense system
must be improved before an effective
deterrence policy can be successfully
implemented.
The triad system of defense entails
the use of sea-based nuclear missiles,
land-based nuclear missiles, and nuclearly-armed manned bombers.
Weinberger addressed an estimated 1400 boys state "citizens" Friday, at 12:15 p.m., in Anderson Arena.
Quoting John F. Kennedy he said,
"Only when our arms are sufficient
beyond doubt, can we be certain beyond doubt that they will never be
employed."
Plainly explaining the administration's' stance on nuclear weapons,
Weinberger said, "the United States
in the 1970s deliberately choose to
restrict any improvements in our own
missile forces, so that we would not be

seen threatening the Soviet Union
with a first strike."
He added, "they didn't seem to
recognize what the Soviets were doing
all this time, which was the opposite
of restraint. For two decades the
Soviets were developing a whole new
generation of missiles capable of destroying our missile silos and our
bomber bases with a first strike.
"The Soviet missiles are more modern than ours. They're in their fifth
generation missiles. We're in our
third. We have a lot to do in the
modernization and strengthening of
the triad," Weinberger said at a press
conference immediately following his
speech to the assembly.
Weinberger said the Soviets must
be convinced they cannot win a nuclear war, and would be "better off
joining us in a genuine, significant,
negotiated reduction of nuclear arms
that is wholly verifiable," he said.
Commenting on the nuclear freeze
issue, Weinberger said, "At the time
we get equality, then it would be time
to talk about a freeze. One way to get
there is with the president's new arms

Boys staters
hear Celeste

Vandalism, robbery suspects
released pending hearing

NEWS IN BRIEF

Lots receive
safety boxes
Emergency call boxes should be
installed by Friday on the northeast corners of Lot 6 and Lot 1 to
help people in life-threatening situations, according to Jean Yarnell,
associate director of Campus
Safety, Security and Parking Services.
A person reporting a criminal act
can speak into the highly sensitive
intercoms, which relay the message to Campus Safety and Security through one of the two
intercoms.
The steel-encased boxes are vandal-proof, but the system may be
abused by pranksters, Yarnell
said.
The locations were chosen because they are near on-campus lots
and located a distance from other
buildings.
"If someone would have a problem, they would have to travel a
ways to get help," Yarnell said.

turn to page 3
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Casper Weinberger

Two Toledo men were arrested by
Bowling Green police June 12 in connection with the vandalism of seven
cars parked at Kreisher Quadrangle.
Lee E. McKinney, 18, of 2131 Perth
St., Toledo, and Leslie C. Brown. 24, of
1729 Ah/in in Toledo, were released
yesterday on their own recognizance
by Wood County Municipal Court, but
are to appear before a grand jury at
an unannounced date.
They were being held on one count
each of robbery, and one count each of
receiving stolen property, according
to Bowling Green City Police.
The two are charged with receiving
stolen property in connection with
several items taken from vehicles
parked on Kreisher Drive, according
to Police.
Added to that charge was the unlawful posession of an automobile that
was found parked among the vandalized cars. The vehicle had been reported stolen by Toledo police,
according to Campus Safety and Security.

reduction agreements the president is
talking about. We think that the only
way to get the Soviets to enter into
those negotiations, and sign appropriate agreements, is if they are convinced that America is regaining its
strength. We think it would be a
mistake to freeze at the present state
of imbalance."
When questioned by reporters on
the role of the United States in El
Salvador Weinberger said, "the
United States has no intention of sending troops to engage in combat in
Central America. What we are trying
to do is get sufficient resources into
that region so that the people can
improve their own quality of life, and
sothey can maintain their own institutions."
_ _ ,
He added that guerrillas in El Salvador are trying to "shoot their way
into power" ana are denying the results of a free election.
Weinberger noted the presidents
belief that El Salvador should receive
more economic aid to replace wardamaged facilities. He added that the

University police alledge McKinney
and Brown parked the car there before entering surrounding vehicles.
Some of the items found in their
posession were alledgely taken from
surrounding cars and were found inside the stolen vehicle, according to
Dean Gerkens, associate director of
Campus Safety and Security.
The robbery charge against the pair
stems from an incident June 12 at the
McDonalds on East Wooster. Police
alledge the pair forcibly took possession of an automobile, belonging to a
Wood County residentat 5:33 a.m.
The two alledaedly took Smith's
keys from him and drove his car north
on Mercer Road in the direction of
Kreisher Quadrangle.
The car was found abandoned at
5:38 a.m. on East Wooster near the
northbound entrance to 1-75, with several articles inside alledgedly taken
from vehicles vandalized at Kreisher
Quadrangle.
McKinney and Brown were picked
up while walking north on 1-75 at 5:45
a.m. by Bowling Green City Police.
By waiving their preliminary hearing they were automatically bound
over to Wood County Common Pleas
Court for a grand jury hearing. The
date of their hearing has yet to be set.
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Freeze

The child was among 40 demonstrators advocating nuclear freeze who met Casper Weinberger
at the entrance to Memorial Hall Friday. Brandishing a banner, signs and balloons with "Peace"
marked on them, the demonstrators chanted shouts of "jobs not bombs" and "no more nukes,
please."

Computer terminals may harm users' health
by Marcy Grande
reporter

Possible health risks involving
the use of video display terminals
are starting to raise serious questions about the safety of these
computers. An organization called
Nine to Five is recognizing the
incidence of health problems which
may be linked to employees working with VDTs.
Nine to Five is a nonprofit organization which handles lob complaints and lobbies for fair
treatment of predominantly female office workers who are below
management level.
Judith McCullough, director of
the Nine to Five chapter in Los
Angeles, said in recent months
several cases have involved clusters of women across North Amer-

ica, who have been complaining of
health problems.
"These problems range from
muscle strain, eye strain and cataracts, to defective fetal develin pregnant women,"
Hough said. She also said the
proposing the dangers of
g with these computers suggests radiation as the culprit.
"There have been eight confirmed hazardous worksites in the
United States and Canada,"
according to Janice Blood, director
of public information for the national Nine to Five headquarters in
Boston.
The most common problem for
women working in these areas are
abnormally high incidences of miscarriages, birth defects and stillbirths. Blood said chromosomal
damage is probably responsible.

"When the worksites were investigated, scientists found all the
victims had something in common.
They operated VDTs. The VDTs
emit extra low frequency radiation, which scientists say will not
harm the body. But they base these
assumptions on mathematical and
theoretical models, not on biological ones. Also, scientists cannot
say they know what the cumulative
effects of long-term exposure to
extra low frequency radiation can
podnce," Blood said.
In addition to VDTs, Blood said
other computers such as word
processors, TV video games and
home computers, may cause similar effects. They all use extra low
frequency radiation as their
source.
"But most of the controversy
concerns video display terminals

because such a large number of
individuals work regularly with
them for hours at a time," she said.
Further research is being conducted on the issue, Blood said.
Nine to Five is running a campaign
to inform workers of possible hazards in operating VDTs, she said.
The organization is also urging
workers to ask their employers to
purchase VDTs with health and
safety features.
These safety devices are inexpensive -130 to $40 each - and act
as lead shields for radiation, much
like the barriers for x-rays, Blood
said, adding VDTs should also he
regularly checked for malfunctions.
For more information on the
potential hazards of VDTs, Nine to
Five offers this national toll-free
hotline number: 1-800-522-VDTS.

Answering charges that his administration was spending money to reduce a state budget surplus as "plain
nonsense", and "political garbage,
put out there to mislead people," GOT.
Richard Celeste responded to reporters, before speaking at Boys State
Friday.
Republicans voted to spend half of
the $200 million to which they have
been recently objecting, according to
Celeste.
"One of the things that's happened
in the last six months, and I regret it,
is the Republican party has not offered a single positive program for
the state of Ohio," he said.
Republican leaders in Columbus
maintain Celeste's administration
has increased spending through Controlling Board action, to avoid a surplus by the June 30 end of the fiscal
year that could prove to be politically
embarrassing. They also charge the
recently enacted 90 percent income
tax surcharge was larger than was
needed
Speaking to Boys Staters Friday at
S p.m., Celeste said he may need to
enlist their help in passing his budget
through the state Senate.
In an example of the legislative
process. Celeste signed into law
amended bill number 54. The bill, now
law, requires high schools and vocational schools to provide volunteer
registrars for the registration of voters.
Touching on the current controversy in Columbus, Celeste said,
"Nothing is more difficult for a politician than to say we need more taxes,
nothing more frustrating than to read
about a popularity poll in which your
popularity is down, But the fact is, I
believe, that in tough times the obligation of leadership is to make tough
decisions, and to stand behind those
decisions."
Celeste addressed about 800 people
In Anderson Arena.
Boys State ended Its 48th y ear Saturday with GOT. Robert Paley, 17,
from Groveport, Ohio, putting more
money Into education and social programa.
In a summit meeting prior to the
Governor's speech. Celeste asked
Paley what he found most difficult
about bis experience In state government Paley's answer: "Tryingto get
the house to pass the budget."
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Nature of education makes it elitist

THE BG NEWS

OPINION

The report of the National Commission on Education strikes at a very
sore point in our politics. Education
has, in[the past, been a kind of secular
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by Gary Wills
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Phone call policy
dials out students
Confusion seems to rule the University telephone wires
during summer session.
According to certain operators, students may not charge
long distance calls to billing numbers or call collect.
Due to the small numbers of students living in dorms
during the summer, the billing system is customarily
dropped. But this summer, about 600 students live on-campus, all of whom are entitled to the same conveniences
available during the rest of the school year.
Calling collect from dorms is also prohibited, according to
certain operators who cite pay phones as the only alternative. Pay phones would be inaccessible and inconvenient for
placing an emergency collect call. Dorm life, even during
summer session, should offer the basic accommodations
available in any motel.
The situation is being examined, according to Tom Minnich, district service manager of GTE. Minnich said refusing
collect calls has never been part of GTE's policy.
Apparently no one immediately knows who is responsible
for this policy on collect calls. The operators themselves
seem confused. So far, some operators refuse collect calls,
while other operators agree to place them.
This confusion may have continued for a number of years,
apparently without complaints from students. Complaints
will keep operators more informed about policy. Perhaps
students should look at summer session as part of the regular
school year. Certain basics should not be sacrificed any more
than the quality of summer classes.

i ■.■ i.i.i.i.y.i.j.i.i.v'.!.'.; ".'.'•"•!!' ' !..;!•

religion for us -the path up; the thing
for which parents sacrifice: the
means of integrating immigrants into
American life.
We should be proud of the fact that
every child in America is born with
the right to 12 years of education- a
political right we violate when that
education turns out to be a poor sham,
a shameful imitation of the real thing.
President Reagan, in one of his
Saturday radio shows, drew the
wrong lesson from the report-that the
federal government has hurt education by its intervention and must take
even less responsiblility for schools.
His supporters predictably use the
report as an excuse to help private
schools prosper at the expense of the
ailing and endangered public system.
They would help the middle class at
the expense of the poor, siphoning off
more teachers from the system, leaving its vast "plant" to molder away.

The public schools can work, as my
daughter found out- and as Jesse
Jackson has shown in some of the
schools he visits. It is interesting that
the push for tougher discipline and
more homework has come, in many
places, from the blacks, who know the
importance of education, while many
middle-class students are wasting
their time on expensive and useless
adjuncts to "the basics."
Having said all this, I must add that
the subtlest enemy to equal education
is a spurious kind of egalitarianism,
the kind that assails elitism. Education, however equally supplied, is of
necessity elitist. It articulates society
into variously developed talents. We
have not been able to cope with tht
paradox that the more equally we
dispense education, the more unequal
will be the result.
There is no mystery to that. Encouragement to know will sort people
out in terms of their interests and
abilities for learning. I, for instance,
am a mathematical ignoramus. The
more I and my fellows are exposed to
mathematics, the more they will show
their superiority to me-and the more
they should.
John Ruskin, a pioneer in the effort
to spread education to the working
classes, entertained no sentimental
nonsense about education as a lev-

eler. It is bound to be the opposite. He
wrote:
"The law about education, which is
soiTOwfullest to vulgar pride, is thlsthat all its gains are at compound
interest; so that, as our work proceeds, every hour throws us farther
behind the greater men with whom we
began on equal terms. Two children
go to school hand in hand, and spell
for half-an-hour over ihe same page.
Through all their lives, never shall
they spell from the same page more.
One is presently a page ahead— two
pages, 10 pages - and ever more,
though each toils equally, the interval
enlarges: at birth nothing , at death
infinite."
One cannot believe in education and
not believe in excellence. The mark of
true learning is that one knows what
one does not know, with the corollary
that one always wants to know more.
If knowledge is itself good, is a basic
human hunger, like that for food, then
it should spur some to excel, to learn
what others do not know, to find ways
of spending more time learning more
things, endlessly. Solon of Athens
wrote, "I spend my old age learning
new things.
We find it hard to live with the
demand for equal basic education (so
far as we can achieve that) and the
unequal outcome of such effort. The

strain goes back to the public education scheme of Thomas Jefferson,
who had no illisions about the nature
of learning. His plan was expressly
intended to produce unequal results;
to take.as he put it, the superior
geniuses out of the mass. I have
rarely seen modern students read
that scheme without a shudder-we
have indulged the fond dumb hope
that knowledge is a kind of stuff we
can pour into people in equal quantities. We cannot do that, and we should
not hope to.
The most intimate, self-engendered
enemy of democracy is envy, which
kills the generous feeling, of admiration . If equal education makes people
resent excellence-makes me , for
instance, feel wronged that there are
Newtons and Einsteins in the same
world with my fellow mathematical
ignoramuses- then it destroys its own
foundation.
If knowledge is good in itself, then
the more of it that anyone has, the
better (in the long run) for us all.
That is the only equality we shall
gain at the end of the most egalitarian
system we can contrive. But the acute
differences should show up at the end
of the process, not at the beginning.
Jefferson had no illusions about that,
either.
Gary Will is a columnist for the Universal Press Syndicate.
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Solitude or stuck home
alone on the weekend
After trying to fool myself Into
believing that I am actually vacationing in Detroit. I look forward to spending the weekend devising ways of

glish. Watch how the high school boys
drive by and stare. Watch how the
middle age wives turn in their car
seats to talk to their oblivious husbands. Watch how the grade school
boys look at you in wonderment and
say "Wow, foreign women!"
Fifth, read an astrology book. See if
by Rachelle Ashley
the study of astrology comes uncan1
.'.'.'.'.i. .'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'."'
nily close to being the real you. I am a
Taurus. That figures, if I weren't, I
enjoying the luxury of solitude.
wouldn't stand for being alone in the
That's me. Trying to persuade the first place. Taureans, being notoother components of my triplicate riously stubborn and obstinate, don't
personality, myself and I, that a self- mind being alone and secure at home.
imposed weekend alone is not a bad They love to bathe themselves in selfthing. I have developed a course that indulgence, and they often set the
one can take when blessed with the opportunity because no one else can
luxury of solitude. Since I have had a stand to be around them. ( You've no
great deal of first hand experience in doubt heard of "The Lone Bull." He
this field, you can rest assured that an roams with the Lone Wolf and the
expert is teaching.
Lone Ranger.)
The strong prerequisites for this
Sixth, you are allowed one call and
series, should you have no choice but one call only. It can only be placed on
to take it, include a dose of lost Friday evening. In it you must recite
independence that you want to regain some form of that infamous phrase,
(An independent person is not afraid "Hi, What'up?" Listen while the perto be alone); and the elements of son explains all the things he's not
pride, ego, and stubbornness (The doing. Ask if maybe you could not-dopride not to call ANYONE during the anything together. Get an affirmative
course of the weekend, the ego to answer. Call back half an hour later
finish the weekend once it is begun, and find out that your partner in
and the stubbornness to grit your nothingness has drifted off Into La-la
teeth and say I will make it! I WILL land, asleep. Mope.
make it!). Frankly, one must have a
DON'T TOUCH THAT DIAL
small streak of sado-masochism to AGAIN!!! You blew it!
want to take this assignment at all.
Other alternatives:
The first step of course, is convinc- •Consider going to Uptown like you
ing people that you aren't going to be told those two college out-of-towners
around. You can create a kind of you picked up you would.
Fantasy Island effect on yourself: the
confines of isolation. No one from the •Eat many of the groceries you lust
outside world will dare try and con- bought. (Taureans eat or sleep when
tact you because they are sure that they are bored and/or depressed.)
you would not impose the rite of being •Call up the editor of the paper and
offer to take the assignment that you
alone upon yourself.
First, tell yourself that it is not your turned down yesterday. (You know,
fault that you are alone. Convince the one at Cedar Point?)
yourself by whatever means, that you •Listen to the music of Prince for
planned it this way and that wild awhile. When he sings "I'm so
horses couldn't drag you into doing lonely,", you won't feel nearly as bad.
anything with anyone.
•Jump on a bike and ride.
Second, remember what all those
teachers said who tried to get you to •Sit in the comer and mope.
be quiet at nap time in nursery Remember, don't do anything that
school: "Being alone and quiet is a will remind you that you haven't left
healthy exercise of maturity and con- Bowling Green, deflate your ego. or
prevent your aspirations of complete
science."
Third, stay away from the phone.' independence from being realized.
Finally, don't let this happen again.
You will blow your vision of peace.
Remember? You are having loads of Go to Detroit for the weekend. Only a
fun in Detroit, Toronto, or Timbuktu. Taurus would spend a weekend like
Remember this while you are carry- this; but then again, even a Taurus
tag groceries five miles from Food- needs a little excitement sometime.
town at 10 p.m. with your roommate.
Fourth, go to the Foodtown, with
your roommate. Wear terry cloth Rachelle Ashley Is editorial editor for
white shorts and talk in broken En- the News.
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Fee raises pricing students out of an education
Sometimes I wonder if we are
supposed to get an education at
At first, with the election of

COMMENTARY
by Rachelle Ashley
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Ronald Reagan as president, pro-

fessionals in education started
predicting the state education system was in dire straits, and worsening each day the conservatives
were in power. Unfortunately, too
many people took the attitude that
I did: Well, let's wait and see.
However, unlike a lot of other
people, one cut in educational
spending was enough for me.
Now, ui 1983, we are feeling the
local impacts of national and state
mismanagement.
For the third time in the past
year, the trustees at this University have proceeded to price the
eyeballs out of any hard working
student who may be putting him
or herself through college. I have
not seen too many happy parents
lately either. Where us It written
that students should have to make
a choice between changing a class
and eating?
Student loans, thanks to the
questionably humane proposal of
one of our two Democratic senators, start to accrue interest immediately, not once a student has
found gainful employment.
My second questioning of University economics involves interest.
Have you ever questioned, as I
have, the peculiar practice this
University has of requiring room
and board down payments three
months in advance, in order to
insure a student room for fall?
The fact that they want money to
save a room for a student is
purely coincidental to the fact
that the University wants the in-

terest gained on the fees of some
thousand or so students. That is
why they request your early, 'saving', room and board payments.
That is the same reason why
students employed on campus get
their pay at such inconvenient
times. It is inconvenient to the
students, but the University gets
an extra interest period by boldfour check for as little as two

them in a cooperative way, they
can understand that something in
the budget needs to be cut, while
some things will have to be increased. I Just ask you to let them
have a say in what It will be. Also,
give them a chance to hear about
it before they read it on their
Bursar bills.
What I am suggesting is that the
administration stop hedging in the
area of funds. They want to wait
I imagine this is nothing less until the summer and take their
than we would do, given the capi- fee increases. Not only is this
talistic ideologies of our society. asinine, but it is counterproducThe main thrust and theory of tive. Many students operating on
saving money is to take in more the basis of the former fee prices
than you have to give out. All of us will turn to other institutions for
are constantly striving to to do the education for less. I suggest the
same.
Board might take something like
But I don't see how, if these a campus-wide survey to see in
little subtleties of the economic what areas students would be
benefit trade are employed, three willing to take budgeting cuts that
fee increases are needed in the would balance the budget. Besides, given that the student poppast year.
While students were given a ulation is so apathetic, the
voice in these decisions so that it administration should have nothcannot be said that they had no ing to lose by letting those few
representation, (the representa- thousand apathetic students have
tion was enough to keep students their say. They would be able to
from echoing the cries of the colo- get whatever they wanted anynists against the British), the final way.
decision was made during the
I do not think the programs
summer, when a majority of the designed to represent cultural mistudents are unavailable to pro- norities at this University should
test any administrative decisions. have to suffer undue cuts in their
They just read about them in their programming because of the attilocal papers, or notice a greater tude that they are minority repamount indicated on their bill.
resentation groups and deserve
Why not give the students a less than the majority. Rather, if
competent voice in these deci- they are to be cut, so should the
sions? After all, a college experi- majority programs, and on a comence is supposed to be beneficial parable basis. As various mito students. While I would not nority speakers in the past year
suggest they be left completely on have said on campus, 'The matheir own, (college is a big busi- jority needs to learn more about
ness institution after all and de- the minority. The minority alserves treatment by ready knows about the majority."
professionals), I think some of The best way to encourage this is
their suggestions would enlighten through supporting multi-cultural
some of those aged minds on the
ith the waning
Board of Trustees.
"federal programs to
Kind sirs, students are reasona- minorities, these programs are
ble people. If it's explained to needed to make the fewer mi-

nority students on campus heard.
It is obvious that the University
has a big cash flow problem, Just
like this country. It was probably
caused by some short-sighted
moves on the part of past administrators, also as in the case of the
country.
The answer is not to raise the
fees. The answer is not to cut the
budgets.
The answer is to manage funds
already flowing into the University. The answer is to decide that
some people can restrain themselves from tearing down goalposts, in order to prevent the
athletic department from requestmore money than it has been
given as a program; part of the University.
Rachelle Ashley is editorial editor
for the News.
RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum for comments regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.

Guest columns from members of
the University community are
gladly accepted. If you would like
to write a 'commentary' column
please contact the editorial editor.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Your address
and phone number must be included for verification.
Letters to the Editor should not
be longer than 200 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libetous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
IN University Hall
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Board
from page one
• Voted to place for sale the Univermj't one-half Interest in the J. Preston Levis Regional Computer Center,
which includes a building and property in Perrysburg. A resolution approval by the Board stated the
nwJnwut was no longer a fiscally
sound way to meet the computing
requirements of the University.
''We see no further use for the
building," Eakin said. "It's much

Weinberger

more cost effective for us do to the
computing we need on campus."
He added that the administration
saw no long term uses for the property.
The Board authorized Olscamp to
do all required to sell the University's
share of the property - held in conjunction with the University of Toledo
- at a fair market price. The funds
gained will be used to enhance the
University's computer facilities, the
resolution read.
The next Board of Trustees meeting
will be August 12,1983.

Disclosure of social security numbers legal
by June Remley

Security Administration in Bowling
Green.
Only federal systems are bound by
the Privacy Act of 1974, which specifies that certain personal information
may be released only with its owner's
consent, Bennett said.
The Social Security Administration

editor

If members of a private institution
release an individual's social security
number, they are not committing a
crime, according to Russ Bennett,
operations supervisor of the Social

University TV station swept OEBIE awards

from page one
administration was conducting training there in a logistical sense - instruction in the form of supply line
building, and communication equipment use.
After the conference, the defense
secretary left for Washington, where
he had a meeting with the defense
minister of El Salvador.
As he entered and left Anderson
Arena, Weinberger was greeted by
about 40 nuclear freeze demonstrators. He told boys staters in his speech
he has "great respect for the nuclear
freeze movement, but disagrees with
their ideas as a way to achieve a
■table peace."

WBGU-TV has been awarded five of
the prestigeous OEBIE awards for
excellence in public broadcasting. A
total of seven OEBIEs were awarded
this year by the Ohio Educational
Broadcasting Network.
Hie station won awards in five
categories: public information, development, community service, educational service and production.
WBGU's production of "The Story
of the Great Black Swamp," won in
two categories; educational service
and community service. Dr. Joseph
Arpad was script writer and executive producer of the program; Paul
G. Lopez was producer-director, and

HOWARD'S club H

Dr. Susan Arpad was project director.
"It really relates to people in this
area, it shows you what the land was
like here," Joan Gordon, director of
television information, said. "The
ironic thing is that it's really not good
television, it's really not visual. The
script is the most fantastic thing
about it
"We produced the transcript to go
with it because so many people were
interested in the written word," she
said.
Lopez also won the award for best
producer during the broadcast year.
He produced the "Black Swamp"
program, as well as "International

Stars on Ice," "Quilting I and II" and
"Lo, The Rich Land."
In the development category
WBGU won for ,rThe Quiet Campaign."a new concept in which no
'live" requests for contributions are
made. Viewers are asked by short,
taped messages to mail in their
pledges.
The "Quiet Campaign" was also the
winner in the public information category - which recognizes the planning
and implementation of promotional
projects.

refuses to disclose social security
numbers, Bennett said.
However, an individual releases his
number to a private institution at his
own risk.
"Once you give it to them, we have
no legal right to say they can't give it
out," Bennett said. "Once you give to
somebody, there's no saying what
they can do."
Private institutions, such as the
University, request the social security number for identification purposes, according to Zola Buford,
director of records and associate registrar.
The Registrar's policy prohibits the
release of social security numbers. If
a Registrar employee does release
this information, he is reprimanded
and could possibly be fired, according
to Buford.
Social security numbers give access to certain information and benefits, according to Bennett. A stolen
numoer can have serious consequences for the real owner.
One man took someone else's num-

ber and applied for a duplicate card.
He applied for disability benefits on
his own card and continued to work on
the false number. This continued for
five years before he was caught,
according to Bennett.
If a person using a false number
applies for a driver's license and
wrecks a car, the real owner may find
insurance rates higher than before.
"And yet there's nothing we can do
besides write you (the real owner) a
letter to verify that the number does
or does not belong to you," Bennett
said. "All of a sudden you have to
prove you were not that person.
That's why we keep tabs on your
number."
Theft of social security numbers is
rare, according to Denise Robins,
claims representative of the Social
Security Administration.
"Usually it's an illegal alien.
They'll use someone else s number
because they want to work," she said.

15% OFF

Learn how to
make up your face...

(per person)
on any Food or Drink order
(except specials)
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT

Free

Today...

412 E. Wooster St.
good with this coupon only
EXPIRES 7/15/83
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Pre
Registration

WELCOMES BACK
BG STUDENTS
"HOME OF THE BASHED POTATO"

Do you want something exciting,to do?

BECOME A PRE-REG VOLUNTEER
June 27 - July 22

'

Opportunities Include:
•Greeting Students
•Giving Tours
•Leading Discussions

WHERE YOU ALWAYS GET
^JMORE FOR YOUR $$$

October

MCAT

.50* OFF ANY BASHED POTATO,
SUB, MEXICAN SPECIALTY OR
MEAT & CHEESE BAGEL.

If you have already signed up, be sure to give us your summer
schedule. If you have not signed up, it's not too late! Come to 405
Student Services and become a part of PRE-REG '83!

COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED WTTH PURCHASE.
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER.
Eat in. Delivery, or Carry out
Expires 6/28/83

lA'sTrRfRoarTs

VOLUNTEER'S MEETING: Thura., June 23
(Attend either maatlng)
10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Tow.rs Inn
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ALL MAJOR CKEDIT CARDS WELCOME

Everynight-9 PM to IIPM EXTRA SPECIAL TREAT
AT THE BAR OPEN: WED thru SAT'
Ploying Your Favorite Dane. Musk I

"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

^& Kentucky Pried Chicken,
1020 N. Main - I.G. - 352-2061

Corner of
Wooster S Main

352-3703
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Carousel
Beauty Shop

CI2 talks about 'War'

Part 2 of a two part interview.

$5
HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS

by Fata Miller
entertainment editor

with coupon
Expires 6/29/83
Braiding Styles Available

NEXUS

Editor'! note: Tne fallowing conclude* an excluaive Interview with David
"He Edge" Evans, lead
gnitariit with the Irish
rack band Ul, one of the
hottest group* now touring
the US.
In part one of this conversation, conducted after
U2's recent sold-out concert in Detrolt,"T1ie Edge"
discussed the band's early
days, the evolution of thelr

$ft£DKEN

140 EAST WOOSTER
352-0800
— W M» W. -I,-

SPECIAL SELECTION
of
SUMMER JEWELRY
•Earrings* Bracelets

reporter

Sale Starts
Wed. June 22-25
New Hours: M-Thurs. 10-5:30
Fri. 10-8 Sat. 10-3

i is N^ST- \ EAVELRY STORB
»h 3i!«liy •OWIIHS OMln.xii

BG Newt: War is a topic
that confronts us daily, hi
the media. It's a much
more Immediate reality
for yon, though, in light of
the continuing conflict in
Northern Ireland. When
did yon decide the topic of
"war" would be the focus
for your third LP?
Edge: We always have va-

Gene Bennett, scout for
the Cincinnati Reds, may
have spotted a younger
version of Johnny Bench or
Pete Rose at the Bowling
Green tryout camp at Stellar Field last Thursday.
Third baseman Diane
Warren, advertising major, came from Huron to
attend the camp.
"I've been playing ball

^Summer Sleepweor Sale \

ever since I was six or
seven, and I'm here just to
get looked at," he said.
Along with Warren, 140
other area boys aged 16-22
attended the camp, all hoping for a chance at the big
tunning and throwing
speed were the two main
elements Bennett and the
other scouts from Cincinnati sought in these hopeful
major leaguers.
"The very most important thing is running,"
Bennett said. "You'll be
running the sixty yard
dash, and we are loosing
for those who run it in
seven seconds or less.
Seven seconds is not fast,

Just when you need it
Advertise in
BG News
Classifieds

Entire Stock
Babydolls, nite shirts,
short or long gowns
- robes, peignoir sets

BGN: So did the concept
precede the tongs, or was
It derived from the songs
after they had been writtea?
E: It came while we were
doing the album, actually.
We had the title before
some of the songs, but then

we had some of the songs
before the title, certainly
before most of the lyrics.
But the songs, the feel of
the record, had already
been established. It just
seemed to encapsulate a
mood that was very relevant and very real.
It's a key to the record. I
see our titles as being not
so much overall themes we don't write concept albums - but each title gives
you some insight into the
lyrics, an overall picture.
I suppose it's the most

lucid of our albums lyrically. On War Bono's tried
to strip it right down, to
deal with serious topics,
serious personal feelings
and opinions In a very basic way, simplifying the
lyrics.
BGN: TV record also uses
a simpler, more basic
sound compared with your
first two LPs.
E: Yes, we've certainly
taken a sidestep in terms
of guitar, and the rhythm

PRkPARA'

N

r,-a

1/4 to 1/2 OFF

section as well. The drums
and the bass are coming
through a lot stronger. I
think Adam (Clayton,
bass V and Larry (Mullen,
Jr., drums) are presenting
themselves in a more open
and strong way. Whereas
in Bay and October they're
sort of there, but there's no
real Identity in those albums as such.
BGN: "A Celebrattea," released as a single only,
almost a year before year
turn to page 6
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TYPESETTING

BROCHURES. BOOKLETS
POSTERS. RESUMES
SPECIAL PROJECTS
NEWSLETTERS

p\i^f Telephones
Vf
and
ft Accessories

SERVu

LSAT
GMAT

Many unlisted items reduced

525 Ridge St.

sight, and if you ever hit,
you'll be in the big
league," Bennett said.
Bennett gave an example of a non-hitter.
"George Foster was one
of the worst hitters in the
farm dub," he said.
After the running and
throwing practice at the
camp,
approximately
thirty kids were kept to
play a five inning game.
Steve Shutt, assistant
sports information director of the University, said.
After the game, Bennett
said he picks five or six
boys he has an interest in.
The best players receive a
letter inviting them to another camp at Riverfront
Stadium.

TEST

This Week Only

The Powder Puff

but if you can do other
things, it's fast enough."
Not all positions require
running speed, however.
"Running speed Isn't as
important for a catcher,"
Bennett said. "If he can
catch and has a good arm,
that's enough.
Throwing is the second
quality Bennett looked for.
"A pitcher just needs the
throwing speed, he doesn't
need to know how to run."
Bennett said. "The pitchers well be looking for are
the ones who can throw 8590 miles per hour."
Hitting is not a number
one factor for the Cincinnati Reds, Bennett said.
"If you can run and
throw and have good eye

UNIVERSITY

,

L

rious different titles for
records, but one title always presents itself and
there's never any argument. I think Bono had this
word, "war."

Reds stage tryouts on campus
Deborah L. Casto

20 % OFF

uaique sound and nmilf 1
philosophies and a brief
discussion of their current
aft LP, War.
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At Cedar Point

High risk fun reigns supreme
Man finds 57 rides and simulated
risks to choose from in several categories.

by June Remley
editor

The chains creak and clank, relentlessly pulling the line of cars to the top
of the hill, where the cars stand poised
125 feet above the ground. I experience great mental clarity at these
times.
At the top of one such hill, I formed
my thesis: Man has a death wish.
Therefore, he seeks the amusement
park. In Northern Ohio, he seeks
Cedar Point.

Death by violence - Cedar Point's
roller coasters, including the Gemini,
Blue Streak, Corkscrew and Demon
Drop, offer whiplash turns and falls
from as high as a 10-story building. As
an unadventurous roller coaster veteran, I have always been satisfied
with the ordinary brush with death: to
be turned upside-down, jolted, and

suffocated by racing downhill. People
with stronger death wishes extend
their arms above their heads throughout the ride, apparently fearing neither decapitation nor the severing of
their arms at the elbows.
Death by nausea - Only one ride
provides this particular thrill. The
Rotor is a small circular room, in
which each rider stands against the
wall. The room spins progressively
faster, until the floor drops out and all
riders hang in mid-air, plastered
against the wall and looking increasingly ridiculous until the ride ends.
Unlike a roller coaster, consequences
of riding the Rotor are not apparent
until the ride ends, with riders reeling
nauseously down the ramp to crawl
along the ground.
Death by overindulgence - Depending on recovery time from the Rotor,
french fries may not present a temptation. However, they are available in
large chunks, instead of the skinny
shoelace fries served at fast food
restaurants. Pizzas, fudge and french
waffles are also available. Other people, preferring overindulgence to neat
oroairajion, opt for cold beers or
sodas.
Death by embarrassment - Food is
also available at Lusty Lil's, an old
western saloon in which "Lil" and her
fellow performers sing, dance and
play musical instruments for customers. Audience participation is solicited, perhaps by one of Lil's girls
perching on a male audience member's lap during a song. Sing-alongs
are also popular, as are dance-alongs,
during which individuals are recruited from the audience to learn the
can-can on stage. I avoid recruitment
of this kind by not meeting the eyes of
any performer and keeping food close
by at all times. No decent performer
will bother anyone seated behind a
large bowl of popcorn, with a fistful in
her mouth.
Death by frustration - This torment
appeals to the game Junkie, the person who will spend every available
quarter to bring home a plastic
Snoopy or large stuffed toy, depend-
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ing on his luck. Prizes are awarded
for breaking heavy dishes with a
baseball, throwing rings around pop
bottles or tossing softballs into tilted
baskets. These tasks have always
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been impossible when my own quarters lay on the table. Of course, the
eight-year-olds, trudging by with toys
bigger than themselves, defy explanation.

M

M

At Cedar Point, man may indulge
his hobby for such self-punishment.
Even with imminent danger and
death on every side, it's not a Dad way
to go.
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If ihe answer to that question is YESGREEN COUNTY SPORT
PARACHUTE CENTER
5I3-376YZ9.1
513-372-6116
•lump.Al your nun risk

Now Open!

THE HAIR REPAIR

"Wn#r# Quality Corn** Pint"
Ph. 352-254* .
Open 10 AM-6:30 PM
Coupon Valid: Wed.. June 22 thru Set., June 26

MARKS PIZZA PUB
ClIP < SAVE $$

352-3551

Expires 8/21/83 ,
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Di Benedetto's
DAILY HAPPY HOURS

We Welcome Men.
Women, and Children
CMIWMTI

531 Ridge St.
(next to Mac West)

$5

Taco Salad $1.95
Pasta Platter $1.95

to.

Guys N Gals

with ono tt«m t thliicoupon
coupon
FREE DELIVERY

143 E. Wooster 352-4663

Jeans N Things
"SUZIE

URGE PIZZA

SUB-ME-QUICK
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Skydiving
Did you ever want
to JUMP out of
an airplane?
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from page four
But it certainly evokes the
same mood as some of
War. Maybe it's because
the musical and lyrical
concepts for War were
forming around the same
time. We really do draw
from our surroundings an
awful lot

third LP, marked the first
time I bad heard phrases
inch as "atom bomb" and
"third world war" from
UZ. Was that a precursor to
Wart
E: A lot of people have
picked up on that, though
I'm not sure if Bono had
that in mind when he was
doing "A Celebration."

BGN: After spending a
week in Dublin a few years

ago, I can hear • lot of
Ireland in your music. Bat
you've spent several
months per year In this
country since the end of
1»7». Bow does America
influence VI, musically
and lyrically?
E: It's really hard for us to
say, because we've never
been very contrived in our
approach to writing songs.
Tiiiey always come out in a
very natural way. Ob-

but the influence has been
almost as much an Irish
one as an American or a
European feel.

viously, there is a big influence from what our
surrounding have been.
But funny enough, leaving
Ireland has seemed to give
us quite a strong sense of
being Irish, and a different
outlook on the Irish problem. I think it's the different perspective of leaving
the country and seeing it
from afar. So I would say
leaving and going on tour
and corning to America
has influenced us greatly,

CWUll ralea «. 40- pa. m II.M —■■» 1010 Tt« 60- a».a per art
ApproMmeial, 25 ID 30 epecee per but
CAHFUvom rrnrra leane. *» m^-vvt. PUMC »<» enve*. «* M nmd
OWC1 lor tree end at regjer rttm tmmtm
[MM1» al Manga a 2 deya tatora putacenon * * 00 V m Fndey at 4 00 p m err*.
rMrato tor ma Tuaaday «»>»<
ruiillil torma ara aveatfaa at me M Nam office. IH UrerareRy rtea.

BGN: One Innovative part
of your current live show is
the presence of the three
white flags at the back of
the stage, which I've never
seen before. But the notion
of the flap being white,
and the song "Surrender,''
contradicts what we were
talking about before, fighting against apathy, and
speaking out for what you
believe in.

HALF-PRICE SUMMER

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Jura) 22. 1SS3
QeyfLeeblen Day « Cedar Pom. Jury
9. WKH rale octal at KM Ohio FtM
Peopte'e AJance ngn For more Info
•Ufa or cat Ohio Free People's
Meanoa. 0 UraV. Hal. BGSU (410)
352-3833
Oar Mela Wee*
1/22(11: Oax"V/Toe>do. Maae 8pm
«wth Spaoaa Program at 8pm on
■ Gey/Leebten Uresrytee " 6/23: MCC
4M Cream Social al Central Untied
MatMOall Church 7-1 Opm 1/24:
Lavender Triangle Dance lor Womyn
1 Men. 7:30pm. Oartder Park. Syrvaraa. MM Sever Oafe Party 6 Dm. cat
Otgraty lor mlo IfM: AJ Day Bua trip
to Ccejmoue lor Ohio Gay Pnda
Parade For more mlo write or eel
ONo Free People's AJeance. Box 0.
UraV. Hal BGSU [419) 352-3833

E: Yes, that is the enigma
of the album. It's a very
aggressive, angry record,
but the theme certainly is
surrender. I think maybe
again it's our personal type
of ethics. It's that kind of
selfishness that leads to
problems. If you can give
up worrying about yourself, then you're a lot
closer to dealing with yourself, if you know what I
mean. So surrender, the
giving up of one's own personal space, one's own
worries about oneself, is I
think an important element. It's quite a Christian principle. If you worry
about yourself then everything would be in a mess,
but if you worry about
else then it
brings things a lot closer to
an acceptable situation.

HAIRCUT SALE!
At System Seven in Bowling Green!
Our famous haircut with shampoo & blow-dry
styling (Reg. $16 & $14)-- NOW ONLY
$8.00!
SWIMMING POOL SPECIAL: Wet Cut w/0
shampoo or styling - ONLY $7.00!
Full perm w/o cut (Reg. $29.95) NOW ONLY
$24 95! Perm w/ cut NOW ONLY $32.95,
$13 less than regular individual cost of both.
Last year, we styled 10,388 men & women in
Bowling Green - and 72.7% were REPEAT
CUSTOMERS.. . nearly 3 out of 4! So quite a
few people in town like our good work!
Come to the MOST POPULAR SALON IN
B.G. for your next hairstyling!

RIDES
RIOE NEEDED'
To MMraukaa. Marterjn. cmcego or
anywhere close to Wise tor 4th of
JnywVJ CalJP el 352-1410

SERVICES OFFERED
PLANNED tURENTHOOO
In Wood County-Annual name-All
oofTn control flMlnotM. PfWOWOCy
Tee«e-Cen»er.a»t Apple. 1S4-H40.
Garage apeoe & tools lor rant
U-OO-IT GARAGE
354-1824.

PERSONALS

But HURRY! Sale is for LIMITED TIME ONLY!

system severv

Shop
{ Locally

W

THE HAIRSTYLING PLACE
Mon-Fri 8:30-7:30
Sat 8-6
Appointments never needed -- but available
for your convenience. Telephone 352-6516.

DON'T MM
THE SIMPLE PLEASURES
Final Liquidation Selel
1 day only, let June 21th
SO* OFF on aft merchendlsel

o

■•I

pMMMMHMHMMBHM

Dougg DeCane.
We Man you a deeghttui 38th (almost
40) brrthdayl Your Pro-Beg Slevee

Kids-

2 lor 1 PIZZA
Every Sunday A Monday
4 30830
MARK'S PIZZA
3623551

»

|Give this coupon Buy one WHOPPER Sandwic
| to Mom or Dad! Get another WHOPPER Free
^f>g
B^^ With This Coupon!
|f)4%B»f«
present coupon to cashier before
DURUCK ordering. Limit one coupon per customer.
I .# 1 ^,1 .#*»> Void where prohibited by law.
| v\||^J^A This °"er exP'res 7/6/83

» oic/M-aHts

» Candy ^

T.O.'S

of* V#*

352-7280

r;^ o> joclo»+s ♦*

CUSTOMIZED }
APPAREL J

*

o
o
o
5

-XfctMiMifmqtta,.
HOUR: feat* fa SihNO*
9-.30-SM)
PHONE (419) Hl-iU*

0>

*
V
*%
<0
o

FOR SALE
Sherwood Receiver 40 wta. $110
Turntable-auto Qrado cart 155 00
Speakers Dynaco. Bookshelf
$55 00 See 1 hear at 238 ManvOa.
Stereo cabmet-Qustdorf vertical
GJesa doors, castors $85.00. Turntabta-hk 720 Qrado cart Warranty M
July. $188 00 See 1 hear at 238
TRAVEL trailer 1 mobile home
spaces Also 54' souare pole bktg
w/ reetroom & sleeping room, neer
BO. Rl 8 1 1-78 8883528 or
888-2716
1177 Trana Am arlth T-Top.
I2.SO0.00.
353-4131

f

&

i

j

WANTED: 24 ATTRACTIVE
BGSU WOMEN TO APPEAR IN
CO—ED CALENDAR

Cell Bin 1H-24S5
Or Inquire PO BO. 201
Bowling green. OH 41402

COLLEGE STUDENTS
AMD ALL OTHER
H.S ORAOS
H you are athletically Inclined or
ptopls OrtaMIWO, fWMHWC lURMlif
•rort la grelasMa. Opportunity to
gain business anpertence. Age no
berrlerllover 17. Call Mon.-Wad. 93:30. 114-417-0142.

■

.: i a ii

II. WM

I

801 Flflh. 2 bdrm turn We* oonoT•on Dining Area newly aemfraneillj
FREE MEAT. WATER. SEWER ANO
CABLE TV Weaher'dryer In buaVJng
Cal Newtove Manarjemant 352
5820
834 Scott ftamaon. now leaaing tor
Fee Large 2 bdrm. untum apt. Ctoaa
to campus Cal Betty Baker 362B110.
Urge private alaafjlng roome 1 2
bdrm apt. n hretrfric houee AvaaatHe
now. 382-8880.
TMURSTON APARTMENTS
EtTTOENCtES. AJR CONO . CABU-VtSION, LAUNDRY FACHITES NOW RENTWO FOR SUMMER
I FALL 451 THURSTON AVE
CALL 362-5438
1 1 2 bdm turn apts for Fal Al urj
fum except efec /gae heat Ctoaa to
campue 352-5239
Top half ol houee 1/2 block from
campus 2 bdrm., rvg rm . kitchen,
bath 1 deck $320/mo. ptue etoc
362-2278 days unta 5.30
315 1/2 S Mam Quiet private apt 2
bdrm fum Cal Newtove Menage
ment 352-6820.
311 1/2 S Ms»: Quiel 2 bdrm. fum
apt Only 4 yra. ok) Cat Newtove
Manegemenl 352-5820
300 High Street Ctoaa to campus 2
bdrm fum. w/ejr cc<io»oning FREE
HEAT. WATER. SEWER ANO CABLE
TV. Washer/dryer In bulrjng Cal
Newtove Menegement 352-5820
228 s Cottage. 1 bdrm fum. ctoaa
to Campus Wesher.dryer on prom
rse FREE HEAT. WATER. SEWER
You pay kgnts only Cal Newtove
Management 352-5820
1 bdrm untum. apts QUIET building
Carpeted w/ak oondatonlng Cal
Newtove Management 352-5820
Apartment vacant

FOR RENT

1-535-5937

MIIIIIIHIMIIIIIIIIII'IIITmillHHiilJ

MINI—MALL
|
BEAUTY SALON j
Blowdry or Shampoo .
& Set $5.25
•+V Haircuts $5.25
190 S. Main. BG
352-7658

aVaCAT-LSAT-GMAT,
SATACT-DATGRECPA
• Permanent Centers open
days, evenings and
weekends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated
full-time staff.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPEficihties for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
• Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

i Opportunity to make up
missed lessons.
»Voluminous home-stuuy
materials constantly
updated by researchers
expert in their field.
i Opportunity to transfer to
and continue study at any
of our over 105 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE
GRE PSYCH & BIO • MAI • PCAT • UCAT • VAI • lOLrL
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NDB • RN BDS
SSAT • PSAT-SAT ACHIEVEMENTS

laVorkMHH

*
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MEDIUM DRINK

i

Pizza, Roast Beef, or Turkey Sub

When you order a

... with a little bit of everythirvi.
902 £. WMttor - Amst frw. KM M

apemeni 352-5820

PREPARE FOR

HELP WANTED

i

v\>>
* ¥
v

Orimlm

: Cempu& Corner

PanMkne «ort anaabta for treenmaei or Iktt semester sophomores,
rnuet wort Saturdays. Stimulating
■art enaeorvment 1 lle.lble hours.
Please cM 312-021S today bstassa
l:00-4:00pm.

Efficiency dose to campue AU
LmuTIES FREE. Cal Newtove Man

Our houee m the middle ol the street
149 Manvne-need 3 rmtes lor Fal

Good only at 1570 E. Wooster
School Supp\,e»

ATTENTION
12 posafcns arlth an Ohio outdoor
educational tacDty am be avaaaM
Fal Semester Pay rate $75 OQwtt
psje room 1 board provided Education 1 Liberal Alts majors preferred.
Ireeroaled students may cal me Cooperative Education Program at 372
2481 to schedule an on campus
nrorvtow

WANTED

Please

%

Across from Campus 2 bdrrfi upper
ouptai FREE HEAT, WATER ANO
SEWER Cal Newtove Manatjaiiieiil
362.8820

(For eat-in or carry-out only. Not good on delivery)
(whole wheat 10* extra)

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
NOW RENTING FOR FALL
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Furnished and Unfurnished

We Pay Heat, Water,
Trash Pick-up and Cable
,

Full-time Mamtenance Service
On Site Management, Laundromats

Swimming Pools
For the Best in Price and Service
Stop Out Today!
400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Hours 9-5 M-F
352-9136
Evoningt and Saturday
By Appointment

MUST PRESENT THIS COUPON
EXPIRES 6/28/83

Summer Hours Now:
Sunday - Thursday 10 am -11 pm
Friday - Saturday 10 am -1 am
Remember: We bake our buns fresh daily!

y^

N^^^"^^^,
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SUNDANCE

ROMAN'S HAIR
DESIGNERS

You Can Get An Order Of

SUMMER
CUTS
$9
includin haircut

CHEESE NACHOS
For Only $1.00

(plus free bottle of nexus shampoo and conditioner)

With the Purchase of an
Entree and this Coupon

PE RMS <

9

Call Ron or Mlndy
at 352-2107
1616 E. Wooster

WESENTTMSAO

> $38

ILLINOIS•OHIO

OPEN DAILY
11:00 a.m. 2:30 a.m.
Food until 1:00 a.m.
110 North Main

Expires 6/29/83

